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An early colonial narrative in the central Mexican Nahuatl language describes a striking scene in which a wise person, referred to as a *tlaiximatini*, or “experiential knower,” climbs to a point high on the land in the pre-dawn darkness (Fig. 1). Upon the rising of the sun, the knower scans the landscape for hovering smoke and mist, emitted by precious stones buried beneath the earth’s surface. Likely drawn from Nahua oral tradition, the episode appears twice in the Florentine Codex, or *Historia general de las cosas de la Nueva España*, a twelve-book work written in central Mexico between 1575 and 1577. The first version appears in Book 10, on people, and describes the practice as a form of knowledge used by the ancient Toltec people. The second, in slightly modified form, appears in Book 11, on the natural world, as an account of how wise people among the Nahuas located precious stones.

The Book 10 version recounts of the Toltecs:


To such an extent did they know things: if it was inside a very large rock, whichever precious stone, truly they saw it; and if it was well inside the earth, the precious, the marvelous stone, truly they saw it. It is said that in this way they saw it. It was still night when they emerged, and somewhere high up they placed themself, they placed themself to meet eyes with the sun: and when the sun came emerging, great was their eyes’ work, truly did their eyes shine; it is said that in this way they see, wherever in the earth is the precious stone: the place is moistened; when the sun comes shining, especially when he comes laying himself out, it is said that a little smoke, a little mist stands up in place: there where the precious stone is, perhaps in the earth, perhaps inside a rock, they see it, as if the stone is smoking.

The second version presents the same episode, adapted to Book 11’s discussion of precious stones:

*Auh in tlaiximatinme, in nonotzaleque iehoantin qujitta: injc*
The account preserved in these two passages has generally been interpreted as a description of a prospecting technique and as a major piece of evidence that Nahua people of the Aztec Empire valued greenstone for its association with water. In 1974, Tatiana Proskouriakoff cited the Book 11 version as an “account of how the Aztec prospected for jade in Conquest times in Mexico,” concluding, “the account is permeated by superstitious belief, but it is clear that the Aztec deliberately set out to find worked jades buried in caches and in tombs, noting the formerly occupied sites or cemeteries by differences in vegetation.” Emily Umberger (1987) later reported Proskouriakoff’s
interpretation that “one passage in Sahagún’s Florentine Codex indicates that the Aztecs
looked for changes in surface plant growth and other signs as indications of where to
dig for ancient objects.” Umberger further linked this practice to Nahua’s association
of greenstone with water and fertility and a belief that these stones attract moisture,
noting, “perhaps for this reason the Aztecs looked for a column of mist and greener
plants.” Most recently, Leonardo López Luján presented the Book 11 passage as a
description of “the procedure individuals had to perform to acquire precious stones” and
linked the passage to Aztec excavations of Toltec and other antiquities. By and large,
these discussions have focused on the Book 11 version, positioned the human viewer as
the main subject of the episode, and seen the text’s central issue to be its connection of
greenstone to water. Although these readings highlight an important component of the
text, the narrative’s marked interest in the senses and in the way the visual exchange
between human and stone takes place within the landscape points to further dimensions
of the episode that also provide a new understanding of the meaning of the precious
stones’ emissions.

Comparison of the two versions of
the episode highlights its existence
not as an ethnographic account but as
a narrative, which was purposefully
incorporated into two different contexts
in the Historia general. The Florentine
Codex was composed between 1547 and
1579 through a collaboration between
the Franciscan friar Bernardino de
Sahagún and multiple Nahua authors
and artists, including Martín Jacobita,
Antonio Valeriano of Azcapotzalco,
Alonso Vegerano and Pedro de San
Buenaventura of Cuauhtitlan, Diego
de Grado and Bonifacio Maximilliano
of Tlatelolco, and Matheo Severino
of Xochimilco. Intended as a study
of Nahua culture and language that
would benefit missionaries in the
region, the project included a sustained
focus on documenting the Nahuatl
language and oral tradition. Early in
the project, Sahagún and the Nahua
collaborators spoke with Nahua elders,
known as tlamatinimeh, or “wise ones,”
in Tepepulco, México-Tenochtitlan,
and Tlatelolco. Following these
conversations, the Nahua collaborators
penned texts in Nahuatl, which are
preserved in draft copies, today held at
the Real Academia de la Historia (RAH) and the Biblioteca del Palacio Real in Madrid and thus known as the Códices matritenses. Sahagún ultimately reorganized and lightly edited these texts for the Florentine Codex version, using them as well as the basis for accompanying Spanish translations and images made by Nahua artists.12 Throughout the project, the contributions of the Nahua authors, alongside Sahagún’s interest in recording Nahuatl discourse in textual form, gave rise to highly literary passages that privileged original Nahuatl forms of expression, many of which were likely based on the words of the Nahua elders.13

6 The tlaiximatini episode from the Florentine Codex appears in the earliest extant copy of the text, in the portion of the Códices matritenses held at the RAH. The Book 10 version appears in identical form on folios 174r–v of the earlier RAH manuscript in the hand of a Nahua scribe, with only one marginal annotation added by Sahagún, glossing the section, “De la manera que tenjā en descubrir las piedras preciosas” (“On the manner they had of discovering precious stones”) (174r). In the folios of the RAH manuscript that correspond to Book 11, the same scribal hand incorporated some of the same ideas in the first draft of a text on precious stones, writing of quetzalitztli (emerald-green jade): “this stone, [it is] something that has smoke, has mist; wherever it is, it is giving off smoke, giving off mist. The thinker, when it is still early morning, places themself facing where the sun emerges, waiting for it; greatly do their eyes shine” (“inin tetl pocyo ayauhyo y canĩ ca mopocyolitica. mayauhyotitica y monotzaleq oc yovatzicno y quça tonatiuh quixnamictlaia tlachixuicate quitzti cēca mixpetzova”).14 This entire section was then crossed out, and the same scribe began anew on the next folio (309r), providing a full account of the tlaiximatini episode as an attribute of precious stones (tlacōtetl) more generally. These details from the RAH manuscript support the text’s attribution to a single Nahua scribe and suggest that both versions derived from a common source, which was included twice because of its perceived relevance to two different sections of the Historia general.

7 Despite their adaptation to different contexts, the two final versions of the narrative retain the same key terms and phrases, which evoke the vision of an interconnected, sensory landscape. In their use of these structuring terms, the texts employ a strategy that is itself fundamental to oral storytelling and which may connect the written versions to an earlier oral telling.15 Close consideration of the key terms and phrases used suggests a new understanding of the relationship that connects the precious stones, the human knower, and the sun, an important yet generally unacknowledged third participant. As close attention to the texts’ word choice reveals, the episode evokes a place-bound relationship that links the human, sun, and precious stones by virtue of their mutual acts of presenting themselves to and seeing one another. In these sensorial exchanges, the three actors are all described as emerging from a state of hidden interiority into a fully public sphere, in which they can both see and be seen. This underlying structure of a shared, socio-sensory sphere of interaction counters Western notions of a possessive, anthropocentric gaze, while instead echoing ancient Maya concepts of a communally possessed perceptual field, referred to as -ichnal.16 The participatory landscape that grounds the episode further suggests a new understanding of the precious stones’ emissions as a form of fame, which signals the stones’ possession of social presence. By emitting vapors that announce both their presence and their
inner nature, the precious stones reveal their ability to enter and participate in a public sphere. As a whole, the two versions of the episode trace how interactions between sun, human, and precious stone form a socio-sensory landscape, premised on the notion of multiple beings interacting and becoming knowable to one another.

**Seeing Within Landscape**

8 Readings of the Florentine Codex episode as documenting a human prospecting technique have often implicitly drawn on a culturally specific, Western concept of landscape as a visual practice. In this construction, which originated in the Renaissance, human subjects both bring the landscape into being and possess it through their gaze. In this Western tradition, Denis Cosgrove has argued, “the landscape idea represents a way of seeing—a way in which some Europeans have represented to themselves and to others the world about them and their relationships with it.” As Dianne Harris and D. Fairchild Ruggles write, this way of seeing draws heavily upon certain visual and representational strategies, most notably single-point perspective, which centers vision in a privileged vantage point, from which space is conceived of as infinitely visible. In this form of surveillance, “the viewer brings a landscape into being but remains unseen, and therefore is imbued with a globalizing sense of totality.” In this approach to landscape, the act of viewing constructs a relationship between viewer and viewed that defines one as subject and the other as object. Viewing thereby reinforces the different ontologies of viewer and viewed, constituting the former as set apart from the external world, which they can know only through the filters of perception, comprehension, and desire. In this way, “vision does not unite subject with object so much as it discloses the eternal chasm between them.” This Western act of viewing simultaneously enacts a relationship of epistemic and economic possession, constructing the environment as a resource for human use. These theorizations of landscape as a tradition in which vision, subjectivity, and domination are intricately interwoven thus designates landscape as a prime site of Western ideology.

9 Although the Florentine Codex seems to employ many of these same terms—with its attention to viewership, landscape, and valued resources—the actual interaction between these elements suggests instead an understanding of landscape as a social sphere, comprised by multiple human and non-human agents. This approach to landscape is suggested in part by comparison with Maya concepts of a social landscape comprised by visual exchanges. Stephen Houston and Karl Taube have argued that the Maya term -ichnal encapsulated the concept of a visual field that emerged from and asserted the subjecthood of multiple participants. -Ichnal, the authors explain, was a visual field defined “in terms of the totality of objects within view, each as a participant in the world.” In glyphic inscriptions, they found:

The visual field always embraces another person and someone else’s action ... [T]he view was not simply a vista or a bracing view of architecture, but ... a reciprocal, heavily social context involving other people or beings. In truth, this was ‘communion-oriented’ vision, an ‘ecological
event’ ... of a very special sort. With gods in particular, the \(-ichnal\) would have been extended, presumably, by the field of view [of] multiple participants.\(^{23}\)

Fig. 2. Florentine Codex book 10, folio 117v (detail). Ms. Med. Palat. 220, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence. By concession of MiBAC. Further reproduction by any means forbidden.

---

10 In this ancient Maya construction, seeing formed a shared sphere that was place-bound, participatory, and potentially communal. Among modern Mayan speakers, William Hanks (1990) described the cognate concept of \(-iknal\) as a possessed space of perception with connotations of interpersonal connection. As a visual field, \(-iknal\) can be possessed communally by multiple participants, including such non-human entities as trees, animals, wells, and cars.\(^{24}\) Hanks writes, “under face-to-face conditions, unless otherwise specified, the \(-iknal\) of either participant includes the other one as well. Hence it denotes a joint interactive corporeal field containing reciprocal perspectives rather than an individual \(schéma corporel\).”\(^{25}\) The Maya concept suggests an understanding that sensory exchange occurs within and inaugurates spheres of communication between multiple, and not exclusively human, participants. Within this construct, visual experience forges not an experiential divide between human subject and non-human object, but a space of communication. Though not an articulation of Nahua thought, the Maya concept of a social perspectival field nonetheless suggests an alternative to Western constructions of landscape and suggests the need for a sensitivity to reciprocated, non-human gazes.

11 The two illustrations (figs. 2, 3) that accompany the main episode in the Florentine Codex provide an initial indication that, in the narrative, the human gaze is neither the sole nor most important visual act. The Florentine Codex’s paintings were developed by Nahua artists in response to the Nahuatl text and were added in the manuscript’s
blank left column after the Nahuatl text had already been written (see fig. 1). As such, the images can be taken in part as a visual interpretation of the text that provides some insight into contemporary Nahua artists’ reading. Despite the two images’ similarity in composition, their differences in anatomical proportion and line quality suggest that they are the work of two different artists, although one may certainly have based their composition on the work of the other, recognizing that the episode recounted was the same.

Both artists portrayed an Indigenous noble at right, his eyes looking straight ahead and his finger pointing left to the rising sun, while stones to the left send out emissions. In both images, the man shares the foreground with a smoking stone and is positioned either with his feet planted firmly on a low rise of ground or seated in the landscape. In the Book 10 version, a second, glyphic representation of stone is placed on the top of a distant mountain ridge, yet also apparently just in front of the figure’s pointed finger in the foreground. In the images, the placement of the man and smoking stones in a shared foreground suggests their spatial proximity to one another while also anchoring the human figure within the landscape.

The spatial organization of these compositions departs radically from Italian Renaissance conventions typically associated with a possessive landscape view. Both of the Nahua artists employed select European conventions in depicting the sun as a round face with pointed rays and in creating spatial depth in the landscape, evident in the rows of receding hills. Nonetheless, the larger perspectival orientation of the scene differs from the Italian Renaissance approach of orienting the view of the landscape with the human’s perspective. This alignment is typically achieved by positioning the human
figure on a high or otherwise sheltered outcrop in the immediate foreground, looking out into the deep space of the landscape. This approach can in fact be seen in a different image in Book 11 of the Florentine Codex (fig. 4), which shows a seated merchant (pochtéca) looking and pointing up toward the setting sun. In this image, the artist adhered far more closely to the Italian strategy, by positioning the man on an outcrop in the foreground that is visibly cut off from the landscape behind, as signaled both by the cross-hatching along the outcrop’s far edge and the use of grasses and a tree that partially shield the man from view. Using a high horizon line, the artist further created a perspectival alignment between the merchant and the image’s viewer, such that as the merchant looks and points deeper into the image’s fictive space, so too do the viewer’s eyes move into the space of the landscape. In this composition, the image’s viewer identifies with the depicted human viewer, based on their shared location at the margin of the image, as they both look into the fictive space that constitutes the landscape. In the tlaiximatini images, in contrast, the artists constructed the composition as a general view that is not attributable to any one depicted figure. Rather than placing the human external to and looking into the landscape, the artists portrayed him in profile with his eyes and raised finger pointing exactly parallel to the picture plane. This gesture creates a type of spatial flattening within the composition: the figure’s pointing parallel to the picture plane embraces elements—the sun and the distant stone—ostensibly positioned in the background. Through this gesture, the sun and stones seem to come forward into the same space as the human figure, flattening the perspectival landscape and bringing its major components onto a single plane.

The leveling effect of the images’ composition is compounded by the artists’ further personification and attribution of agency to the sun and stones. The artists gave the sun an anthropomorphic face and placed it at eye-level with the man, generating a tangible back-and-forth between the image’s two sets of eyes. The man’s pointed finger reinforces the interaction by functioning as a communicative gesture. In the Florentine Codex, pointing is a typical gesture of speakers, as seen, for example, in the representation of a noblewoman addressing a group by emitting a speech scroll from her lips and pointing to her listeners (fig. 5). In this and other images in the Florentine Codex, speakers—some shown with speech scrolls, and others without—point at the person whom they address, indicating the presence of the listener.
to the listener herself and forging a connection that is both auditory and visual, and grounded in the here and now. Employed in the depiction of the human and the sun, pointing in full view of the sun indicates the human and sun’s presence at the same time and place and suggests a communicative exchange. The gesture, in turn, is partially mimicked by the stones, which likewise direct plumes of smoke up towards the sun. In the Book 11 version, the smoke is represented in the more traditional Nahua style as curled scrolls that overtly resemble speech scrolls. Stated in the text to occur exactly when the sun arrives shining on the scene, the human’s pointing, the stone’s emission of smoke, and the sun’s rays knit the three entities together into a network of mutual visibility and contact.

The choices made by the Florentine Codex artists in interpreting the scene visually highlight that agency in the episode is broadly possessed by humans and non-humans alike and underscores the interrelationship of acts of seeing and of revealing oneself. In their visualizations of this scene, the artists portrayed landscape as a network, in which creating visual contact allows human, sun, and stone to enter and form a shared, social space. The artists’ interpretation of the text highlights a broadly interactive approach to landscape, which is further evidenced by nuances of the text itself.
Seeing/Shining

The Florentine Codex episode describes a charged time and place in which human, sun, and precious stones form a relationship with one another, predicated on their sudden ability to see and appear to one another. Though previous interpretations have focused exclusively on how the precious stones enter human vision, the Nahuatl texts highlight that the narrative’s other two players—the human and sun—undertake parallel acts of sensorial emergence. In the episode as a whole, the human, sun, and stones all engage in both seeing and appearing, actions that the text conveys are linked intimately to one another.

As the first entity on the scene, the human *tlaiximatini* is said to arrive on a prominent place on the landscape, where they look upon and appear in their surroundings by using their *ixtli*, a Nahua body part that encompassed the eyes, face, and surface. The *ixtli* is fundamental to the human’s characterization and actions in the narrative. The term appears in the human’s main designation, *tlaiximatini* (“experiential knower,” plural *tlaiximatinimeh*), which is comprised of the verb *ihmati*, “to know how to do something well, to be deft, expert in something,” and the incorporated noun *ix(tli)*, meaning, “one who knows by means of the *ixtli*.” An open-ended descriptor, *tlaiximatini* was applied variously to gold-workers, lapidaries, physicians, and Toltecs, all of whom possessed knowledge grounded in experience. In fact, the Book 10 version specifically frames the episode as a demonstration that the Toltecs were *tlaiximatinimeh*, noting, “injc cenca vellaiximatia,” “to such an extent did they know things with the *ixtli*.” *Ixtli* also features in the major actions that the human performs in the episode: working their eyes (*huel/cenca imix intequiuhi*), making their eyes shine (*mixpepetza/mixpetzoa*), not blinking (*aoc omixcueyonia*), facing the sun (*quixnamictimotlalia/quixnamiqui in tonatiuh*), and recognizing the precious stones (*quiximati in tlacotetl*). Particularly when understood in light of the fuller meanings of *ixtli* as an entity that conflates sight, appearance, and social presence, these terms frame the human’s act of seeing as a simultaneous act of appearing to those around them. As underscore by these terms, in using their *ixtli*, the human emerges from a state of inaccessible interiority into an external sphere of interaction.

As a bodily organ, the *ixtli* encompassed eyes and visual experience, surface appearance, social presence, and engagement with the external world. By combining reference to eyes and surface—respectively, the organ of visual perception and the aspect of self that was visible to the external world—the *ixtli* served as the bodily entity through which beings both perceived and were accessible to the outside world. The *ixtli*’s role in seeing and appearing is suggested by its derivations. In uses that denote the eyes and sensory perception, *ixtli* appears in the compounds *ixtelolohtli*, “eyeball;” *ixayotl*, “tears;” *ixmiqui*, “to be blinded by the sun or bright light;” *ixmiuxtchiya*, “for one’s vision to be clouded;” and *ixnehnemiltia*, “for one’s eyes to swim.” Simultaneously, derivations related to surface condition or appearance include *ixahuia*, “to rinse or whitewash something;” *ixcuicuilli*, “someone with a dirty face;” *ixhuicci*, “to blush;” and *ixnenehuilia*, “to resemble someone.” *Ixtli*’s applicability to both vision and appearance
suggests that the *ixtli* enabled perceptibility in general, with acts of seeing and appearing linked by their co-occurrence in the space just beyond the body’s surface.

18 *Ixtli’s* relation to exteriority is developed further by its use to designate presence and social contact.\(^{38}\) *Ixpan* ("on the *ixtli*") means, “before, in front of, in the presence of, in the time of,” and *ixtlan* ("at the *ixtli*"), “before, in the presence of.”\(^{39}\) As one example, *ixpan* is used in the Florentine Codex to denote offerings made in the presence of the ritual impersonator (*ixiptla*) of the solar god Tonatiuh: “tlacotoniaia, tlenamaca, yn ixpan ixiptla tonatiuh” (“they beheaded quail and offered incense before [ixpan] the sun’s *ixiptla*”).\(^{40}\) The locative uses of *ix(tli)* are related conceptually to further derivations that designate social interaction. Such terms include *ixnamiqui*, “to have a confrontation”; *ixcomaca*, “to confess to having done something; to tell another person his faults to his face, to give evidence”; and *ixnahuatia*, “to make an assertion, to condemn or dismiss someone, something.” Further examples include *ixpoloa*, “to dissemble, to be misleading about what one is doing”; *ixmahuiztic*, “someone pleasant, agreeable”; and *ixtilia*, “to hold oneself in high regard, to be vain, to have respect for someone.”\(^{41}\) The inclusion of *ix(tli)* in these terms marks the action’s performance in the presence of others, as in a face-to-face confrontation, denunciation, or assertion. In incorporating a social dimension, these terms also underscore the main action’s social implications. Thus, compounded with *ix(tli)*, *poloa* (to perish) takes on the social valence of “misleading,” and *mahuiztic* (marvelous, awesome) acquires the sense of a character evaluation, “agreeable.” In these uses, *ixtli* exceeds the meanings of sensory perception or perceptibility to denote actions carried out in relation to other people and with embedded social valences.

19 In an even more general sense, *ixtli* is used in a final set of derivations that denote accessibility to the outside world. *Ixpetlani* means, “to revive, sober up, return to one’s senses” and *ixitia*, “to wake up, come to, to recall something.”\(^{42}\) Although Alfredo López Austin interprets such usages as direct references to consciousness, these derivations can also be understood on a more basic level to denote engagement with one’s surroundings.\(^{43}\) As descriptions of emerging from sleep, drunkenness, or senselessness, *ixpetlani* (to revive) and *ixitia* (to wake) refer to a renewed engagement with the surrounding world. Another suggestive derivation, *ixquiza*—literally, “to depart the *ixtli*”—is defined, “to go about aimlessly and without rest, for dye to wash out of something, for something to get defaced.”\(^{44}\) In this term, the departure of the *ixtli* is described as the fading of dye or the defacement of a work and, in people, as obliviousness to and detachment from one’s surroundings. As a whole, usages of the term suggest a basic understanding of the *ixtli* as a structure that permitted vision, appearance, presence, and socio-sensory contact, because it was the part of the body through which entities were present in and engaged with the external world.

20 Understood in light of its larger network of meaning, the specific uses of *ixtli* in the Florentine Codex texts signal how the human uses their *ixtli* to become present in their surroundings, both visually and socially. The idea that the human’s act of seeing also entails becoming visible to and interacting with others is further conveyed by the Nahuatl terms used to describe the act. The two versions of the episode describe the human’s actions of *mixpépetza/mixpetzoa* (to scrutinize, lit. “for the *ixtli* to shine”),
mixcueyonia (to blink, lit. “for the ixtli to glitter”), ixnamictia (to encounter, lit. “to meet with the ixtli”), and quiximati (to recognize, lit. “to know with the ixtli”). Translated literally, the first two terms describe acts of seeing as, respectively, “burnishing” the ixtli (ixpetzoa, ixpepetza) and preventing it from “glittering” (ixcueyonia), while the latter two describe the human using the ixtli to “meet” and “recognize” the sun and precious stones, in a manner that suggests social as well as visual contact.

21 Alonso de Molina defines the first term, mixpepetza, as, “mirar con diligencia escudriñando alguna cosa” (“to look with diligence, scrutinizing something”). More literally, this term and the closely related mixpetzoa denote “shining” one’s ixtli and are derived from petzoa, “to polish, burnish something, to make something smooth and shiny.” In this way, Frances Karttunen defines ixpetzoa, “to be involved in scrutinizing something; to plane, smooth, polish something.” The term is built on the root ?petzi, which derives from petztli, defined by Molina as “piedra de espejos” (“mirror stone”) and identified by Karttunen as pyrite. As seen in derivations like petztic (literally, “mirror-stone-like”), defined as “polished, brilliant, shining, varnished, smooth, even”), the root describes reflectivity of light that arises from the smoothness of a surface.

22 The text’s allusion to blinking, ixcueyonia, describes a contrasting form of brilliance in the ixtli: shimmering. Cueyoni appears in Molina as a synonym of its derived form, cuecueyoca, “relumbrar o relucir, o bullir y heruir los piojos, pulgas, gusanos, hormigas en el hormiguero, la gente en el mercado, o los peces en el agua” (“dazzling or gleaming, or the seething and swarming (alt. boiling) of lice, fleas, worms, ants in an anthill, people in a market, or fish in water”). The logic of this definition associates the macroscopic view of a multitude of tiny, moving components with the visual effect of dazzling or glittering. With the addition of the incorporated noun, ixtli, the term ixcuecueyoca is defined, “pestañear” (“to use the eyelashes,” or blink). The term’s etymology suggests a reading of blinking as a motion that gives rise to a glittering effect, possibly as the shining eye is seen intermittently through closing lashes.

23 Both descriptors of the eye may be rooted in empirical observations of eyes’ glistening and luminous effects and are clearly related to other Nahuatl descriptions of eyes as shining, brilliant entities. In the Florentine Codex passage, however, these terms more specifically denote qualities of vision, with mixpepetza/mixpetzoa (for the eye to shine) signaling an intense and unwavering looking, whereas mixcueyonia (for the eye to glitter) refers instead to intermittent vision. Suggestively, both of the terms name these qualities of vision by describing the eye’s appearance to an outsider, with the eye’s intense engagement in vision denoted as the eye taking on a polished, mirror-like quality and abstaining from a fluttering, glittering affect. The approach of describing quality of vision via an external portrayal of the eye, in turn, evokes a more basic understanding, common across Mesoamerica, of sight as extromissive, that is, projected from the eye. As Byron Hamman has shown, Nahua, Maya, and Mixtec codices depict nobles’ eyes projecting smoke, feathers, and flames, descriptors that Hamman interprets as designating different styles of vision and that he connects with the representation of sound as emitted speech scrolls. In describing the appearance of unwavering and interrupted vision, the Nahuatl texts of the Florentine Codex likewise evoke the idea
that acts of seeing are themselves visible. By employing the *ixtli*, the human viewer in essence engages their body’s surface, entering an external sphere of vision and simultaneous visibility.

By emitting shine from their *ixtli*, the human further parallels the emissions of brilliance by the sun and, later on, of smoke by the precious stones. In taking on a specifically mirror-like brilliance, the human’s *ixtli* acquires an appearance that directly resembles that of the sun. In both versions, the sun is said to be *oalpetzini* (“one that comes shining”), an agentive form of *petzihui*, defined by Molina as “pararse muy luzio lo bruñido, o accealado” (“for something burnished or smoothed to turn out shiny”), and built on the same root, *petztli* (mirror stone), as the descriptor of the human’s eyes. Though the term is a common descriptor of the sun, its pairing in both versions of the text with the less common *mixpepetza/mixpetzoa* as a descriptor of the human’s eye highlights an underlying similarity between the seeing human and shining sun. Through their actions, both acquire a shining, mirror-like surface that enables vision at the same time that it makes the owner visible. Rather than an exceptional act that exposes the separation between human and landscape, seeing is presented as basically similar to the actions of the sun and stones and, fundamentally, as serving to permit contact between these entities. By using their *ixtli*, the human reveals themself to and becomes present within the landscape, opening themself up to sensory and social interaction with other members of the shared space.

**Meeting Eyes with the Sun**

Because the narrative opens in the pre-dawn darkness, neither the sun nor light are represented as given features of the landscape. Instead, the episode’s major action hinges on the sun’s rising, which simultaneously brings light into the scene and prompts the human to begin seeing and the stone to begin smoking. The two versions of the text state that both of these actions occur only once “the sun came emerging” (“in jquac ie ocalquiçja tonatiuh”). By rising, the sun produces the conditions of visibility and, simultaneously, encounters the awaiting human and stones. Highlighting the social dimensions of seeing and being seen, the passage’s portrayal of the sun and its statement that the sun’s rising prompts the human to “meet eyes with the sun” (*quixnamictia/quixnamiqui in tonatiuh*) conveys that in entering the scene, the sun gives rise to the visual interactions that will integrate sun, human, and stone into a shared social space.

Highlighting its agency, the sun performs a series of dynamic actions to reveal itself to the other members of the landscape. Using terms common in Nahualt descriptions of sunrise, the texts describe how the sun *hualquiza* (comes emerging), *hualmomana* (comes laying itself out), and *hualpetzini* (comes shining). All of the verbs employ the directional *hual-* (alt. *oal-*), meaning that the actions are performed towards the main point of reference, typically the speaker. As highlighted by this element, the sun’s actions cause it to enter a shared space of reference, thought of as the sun’s emergence from the land of the dead into the living world, giving rise to light, time, and the cardinal
In the context of the narrative, the frame of reference into which the sun moves (hual-) is more specifically the space shared with the human and stones. This point is underscored by the human, who parallels the sun’s actions and position by also “emerging” (quiza) onto the scene and positioning themself in a prominent place, described as tlacpac (“on top”), the main root of which, -icpac, also forms the basis for icpalli, a throne or seat of authority.58 Underscored by these terms, the sun and human’s emergence onto prominent sites create a direct spatial symmetry, as the two entities move in relation to one another and produce a space of shared reference. In revealing itself, the sun thus creates the very possibility of vision and interaction and, simultaneously, helps form a new, shared frame of reference.

The social valences of the sun’s emergence are signaled principally by the statement that the human “meets ixtli with the sun,” conveyed by the phrase, quixnamictia/quixnamiqui in tonatiuh. The main verb, ixnamictia, is a compound of ixtli (face, eyes, surface) and namictia, “to get married, to come together with someone for some purpose; to marry someone off, to join two things together or to even things off.”59 One dimension of this term’s meaning is suggested by the flanking Spanish texts in the Florentine Codex, which translate it as denoting orientation—rendering the term as “el rostro hacia donde sale el sol” (“with their face towards where the sun rises”) and “miran hazia adonde sale el sol” (“they look towards where the sun rises”). Nonetheless, the original Nahuatl term encapsulates a strong additional sense of interpersonal contact, as is evident from examining attestations of the phrase and its main verb.60 This fuller understanding of the phrase quixnamictia in tonatiuh (meeting ixtli with the sun) underscores the roles of both the sun and human as actors who thereby meet and form a relationship with one another.

In the Florentine Codex, simple spatial orientation, including in relation to the sun, is typically denoted with the verb itta (in combination, itz-), to look, as in, “ie tonatiuh icalaqujampa itzticac in ticitl” (“the midwife stood facing the sun’s place of entering [i.e. West]”) and “tonatiuh yixcopa itztiaque” (“they went towards the sun’s front [i.e. East]”).61 In contrast, the phrase quixnamictia in tonatiuh (meeting ixtli with the sun) is far rarer, appearing less than half a dozen times in the entirety of the Florentine Codex.62 Besides the tlaiximatini episode, there are only three other places where this phrase occurs. Examining these attestations in depth provides a fuller sense of the meaning of this phrase in the main episode. In the first occurrence of this term, the eagle is described as “aixmauhquj, amjxmauhtianj: vel qujxnamjquj, vel qujtztimoquetza in tonatiuh” (“not fearful, not a timid one; it truly meets [ixnamictia], it truly stands watching the sun”).63 In the second instance, a priest dressed as a fire serpent is said to “meet” the sun during the festival of Huitzilopochtli, a god with strong solar connotations:

Auh in oconmanaco, niman no ic oaltemo in xiuhcoatl, amatl itlaquen ietiuitz, in inenepil cuecalli tlataliuitz. In otemoco tlatzintla in oncan itlaquaia Vitzilobuchtli, quilxnamictimoquetza in tonatiuh: niman ie ic coniioas in iscopa, nauhcampaisti iuh quichioa.

Once they had come to make the offering, then, in the same way, the
fire serpent came descending. His garments came being of paper, his tongue of scarlet macaw tail feathers came burning. Once he had descended here to the base, where was Huitzilopochtli’s place of eating, he stood confronting [ixnamictia] the sun. Right then, he made an offering in his presence; to all four directions he did so.

The final attestation is in the description of a Spanish raiding party that was captured and decapitated. Using ixnamictia, the passage describes how the Spaniards’ heads were arranged on a tzompantli (skull rack): “Auh in ontlamjctiloc, nec qujnquaquauhço in intzontecon in Españoles...in çoçotoca, tonatiuh qujxnamjctoca” (“And when they had been killed, there they drove stakes through each of the Spaniards’ heads...They each lay pierced, meeting [ixnamictia] the sun”).

In each of these contexts, the phrase quixnamictia in tonatiuh (meeting eyes with the sun) denotes a communicative encounter with the sun itself. In contrast to uses of itta (to look) to describe simple orientation vis-à-vis the sun, the first example of the eagle “meeting” the sun evokes a true encounter with the solar entity that requires actual bravery on the part of the bird. In its other uses, ixnamictia is used suggestively to denote an offering to the sun or the solar god Huitzilopochtli. The second example cinematographically describes how the priest descends to the base of the temple, “meets ixtli” with the sun, and “niman ie” (right then) makes an offering “at the ixtli” (“iscopa”) of the sun. Similarly, the placement of the Spaniards’ heads on the tzompantli (skull rack) so that they “meet the sun” reinforces and may even signal their status as sacrificed war captives, meant to nourish the sun. In these instances, then, the use of quixnamictia in tonatiuh underscores a degree of mutual recognition and exchange, in which the sun registers the orientation of the other player towards it.

The subtle portrayal in these examples of the sun as a perceiving, social presence is further underscored by the fact that, in the latter two examples in particular, tonatiuh (sun) seems to refer simultaneously to the solar body and teotl (god). Tonatiuh was as a divinity associated with the east, daylight, militarism, and the start of cosmic cycles, and is described by H. B. Nicholson as “the symbol of godhead par excellence and the theoretical recipient of all blood sacrifice.” The sun was also identified with select other teteoh (gods), most notably the Mexica patron Huitzilopochtli. The natural and divine aspects of tonatiuh were not necessarily distinct: as Esther Pasztory argues, though Nahua gods could be conceived of and represented anthropomorphically, they were also understood as literal natural phenomena, such as rain, thunder, and wind. Nonetheless, the sun’s identity as a teotl (god) encapsulates its particular ability to interact socially. As Molly Bassett writes, “Aztec teteo (gods) acted in the world: they spoke to devotees, they inhabited and oversaw elements of the landscape, and they appeared in localized embodiments constructed by priests and practitioners.” Given their emphasis on social interaction, the infrequent references to “meeting eyes” with the sun may further highlight engagement with the sun specifically as a teotl.

The social implications of this phrase’s use in the main passage are made clearer by examining the term ixnamictia (“meeting with the ixtli”) in depth. Molina defines ixnamictia as, “aforrar algo, o poner vna cosa contra otra; competir, o rifar con otros;
reboluer a otros” (“to fold over, to put one thing against another; to compete or dispute with others; to confront others”). In its invocations of folding and confrontation, the entry underscores mutual, symmetrical contact, in which two entities come face-to-face with one another. In its further designations of a competition or dispute, ixnamictia also carries a strong interpersonal sense. Namictia can be derived from the noun, namiclil, “spouse,” or from the intransitive verb namiqui, “to go to meet someone or find something, to have a confrontation.” These definitions together suggest a core meaning of an encounter between two parties, in which their relationship is implicated. The senses of intimate contact, symmetry, and social relationships also appear consistently in the term’s usage across the Florentine Codex. These elements are seen most overtly in uses of the term to describe mating, as in the statement that the tapaxi lizard “mjxnamjctimanj, anoço moteca, ce tlanj onoc, aquetztoc, ce panj onoc” (“mates [ixnamiqui], perhaps it lays down, one lying below, on its back, one lying on top”). Evoking a similarly symmetrical relationship, the term is also used to name the overlay of two materials, such as layers of paint or feathers, to create an optical mixture.

In other uses, the term connotes two-way social encounters more generally. A description of the tlatlauhqui ocelotl (“red jaguar”) in Book 11 uses ixnamictia to describe how the animal confronts hunters:


When it sees, when it meets, encounters [ixnamictia] a hunter, it does not run, it does not flee. It simply places itself to confront him [ixnamictia], it places itself well, it does not hide itself behind anything, this jaguar.

In contrasting ixnamictia with fleeing (tlaloa, choloa) and hiding behind something (quimotoctia), the text underscores the former term’s connotations of a full and open encounter, in which both entities are visible to one another. A similar sense is apparent in the term’s use in the Book 12 narrative of Moteuczoma and Hernán Cortés meeting:

Njmā qujoalihuj in Motecuçoma. Cujx amo te? cujx amo ie te? ie te in timotecuçoma: qujto in Motecuçoma, ca quemaca ca nehoatl: njmā ie ic ommoquetza conxjnamjctimoquetza, connepechtequjlia, vel ixqujch caana, motlaquauhquetza:

Then he [Cortés] said to Moteuczoma, “Is it not you? Are you not he? Is it you, Moteuczoma?” Then said Moteuczoma, “Yes, it is I.” At this, he arose and stood to encounter him [ixnamictia], bowed to him, drew near, and stood erect.

Strikingly, in the passage, ixnamictia denotes unfettered and mutual social contact, as the two men speak to and formally recognize one another, while standing, facing one another. A final use in Book 10 describes the tetzauhchioatl (translated by Arthur J. O. Anderson and Charles Dibble as “scandalous woman”):
ca tetlaxinqui tepaniani, auilli camanalli, uetzquiztli, netopoalli, aoc
tle itoca, aoc tle itenio, omic, omomiquili, ichtacipiloa, motlataxiliani,
açazce quimixnamictia...

she is an adulteress, a goer-on-top. She is pleasure, a joke, laughter,
ridicule. Nothing is her name, nothing her renown; she is dead, she
was killed; she bears children in secret, she is a repeated aborter; no
one interacts with her [ixnamictia]...

36 The passage’s evocation of the woman’s social death—expressed by her lack of name,
renown, and even her metaphorical death—comes to a culmination in the statement
that, “no one interacts with her,” expressed in the Nahuatl as, “açazce quimixnamictia,”
“no one meets ixtli with her.” Across these three examples, and as especially marked
in the final example, ixnamictia denotes mutual and overtly social interactions, with
connotations of visual access, recognition, and social relations.

37 Understood in light of these examples, the use of quixinamictia in tonatiuh (meeting ixtli
with the sun) in the main passage suggests that the encounter described occurs mutually
between the human and sun, which, from their prominent places on the landscape,
face one another and form a relationship premised on mutual accessibility. Exceeding
simple orientation or unilateral viewing by the human, the invocation of “meeting ixtli”
conveys instead a full, visual and social encounter between human and sun, which see
one another and thereby form a relationship. In these actions, the sun is construed
as a social entity, possessing the capacity for social interaction and possibly identified
specifically with the solar teotl. Upon entering the shared space, the sun introduces
light and prompts responses in kind from the other participants in the landscape, as the
human’s eyes begin to shine like mirrors and the stones begin giving off smoke and mist.
Ultimately, the sun’s emission of light and the resultant possibility of visual interaction
knits these three entities together in a particular moment and place, creating a place-
bound relationship that is at once sensory and social.

Breath, Smoke, and Mist

38 The human and sun’s interactions provide a new vantage onto the emissions of breath,
smoke, and mist by the precious stones, which typically have been interpreted as an
indication of greenstone’s connection to water.79 Attention to the larger narrative’s
interest in socio-sensory contact instead highlights the connection between the stones’
actions and ideas of communication and fame. In both versions of the Florentine Codex
passage, the gases emerge from a stones that initially are described as either unseen,
because they are hidden within a larger stone or the earth, or unrecognized, because of
their rough appearance. The Book 11 version explains,

Wherever something like a little smoke stands up, truly they see it,
whatever is giving off mist, that is the precious thing. Perhaps it is a
spattered stone, perhaps it is a dirty stone, or perhaps it is a polished
stone, perhaps a spherical stone: they take it away, they carry it off.
And if there is nothing arriving on the surface, there where the little smoke stands, if it is only razed land, thus do they know that where the earth is, that is where the precious thing, the stone, is: then they dig there where they see it, where they discover it.\(^80\)

39 In the passage, the stones’ emissions fundamentally serve to make them visible, both by designating the stones’ location and, crucially, by making them recognizable as precious. Both passages primarily refer to the stones in question not as chalchihuitl, or greenstone, but as tlazohtetl, precious stones, a broader category that includes greenstone but exceeds it. The name tlazohtetl derives from tlazohtli, meaning “beloved, precious, rare,” and tetl, stone or any other discrete, solid entity, and includes a wide range of semi-precious stones, a number of which were said to give off various emissions.\(^81\) As a trait of tlazohtetl (precious stones) generally, rather than greenstone specifically, breath, smoke, and vapor betray a close association with the stones’ ability to manifest fame, renown, and social presence. Within this context, the stones’ emissions act not only as a passive sign but as an intentional signal, by which the stones manifest their valued status to those who see and thereby know them. In this sense, the stones’ emissions are cast as an act of self-proclamation, performed in relation to an informed public that can see and interpret the signal. Understood in light of the larger episode and its interest in interpersonal, sensorial relationships, the stones’ emissions are a sensory act that connects the stones to other elements of the landscape, directly paralleling the human and sun’s acts of seeing and shining. Through their act, the stones emerge into a sphere shared with the human and sun and gain social recognition as stones of value.

40 The stones are said in both versions to release breath, moisture, smoke, and mist at the exact moment of the sun’s rising, coinciding with the human’s act of seeing. The description may have an empirical basis in the tendency of certain materials, referred to as hygroscopic, to maintain moisture equilibrium with the relative humidity of the surrounding air. In an environment like the one described, these materials absorb moisture at night, when relative humidity is high, and release it in the form of vapor at sunrise, when the relative humidity drops. Through this process, materials respond to diurnal cycles of the rise and fall of relative humidity, cyclically absorbing and releasing humidity in the form of water vapor. Examples of hygroscopic materials include organics like wood and paper, as well as inorganics like salt.\(^82\) Jadeite, an aggregate crystalline material, is another likely candidate for this type of responsivity to ambient humidity.\(^83\)

41 Providing a further layer of interpretation, the specific Nahuatl terms used to characterize these emissions underscore their social valences and point to an understanding that, by emitting gases, precious stones were presenting themselves to a knowing public. The two versions describe the stones’ emissions as follows: “mihiyotitica” (“it is giving out breath”), “tlacuechaoatica” (“it is getting moist”), “poctontli, aiauhtontli moquetzticac” (“a little smoke, a little mist stands up in place”), and “popocatica” (“it is smoking”).\(^84\) Collectively, these terms describe specific types of emissions: breath (ihiyotl), smoke (poctli), and water vapor (ayahuitl). The first term, mihiyotitica (it is giving out breath), provides a general description of the phenomenon of an entity’s
partial sublimation into its surroundings, allowing it to acquire an overtly sensible and agentive quality. The second two terms provide a more specific characterization of the emissions as *pochtli* (smoke) and *ayahuitl* (water vapor). Together, these terms form a rhetorical pair, known as a *difrasismo*, that refers to one’s manifestation before a viewing public. As will be seen, these terms collectively interpret the stone’s emissions as transforming aspects of its materiality into a perceptible, social presence.

The first term, *ihiyotl*, describes the stones’ breath as a sensorial emission that emerges from a body into surrounding space. The term is known mainly from its application to humans, where it named an animating force, conceived of as a gaseous entity that resided in the liver. Jill Furst describes the human *ihiyotl* as multisensory, characterized by both smell and glow, and able to emerge from the body as living breath and, upon death, as nebulous gas. Usage of *ihiyotl* in other contexts provides a fuller sense of this term and its applicability to a broader range of observable emissions. In his definition of *ihiyotia*, to cause or make *ihiyotl*, Molina glosses the term as, “resollar, o peerse, o tomar aliento o resplandecer y luzír con ricas vestiduras” (“to breathe heavily, to pass gas, to breathe, or for rich apparel to gleam and shine”). Complicating an anthropocentric understanding of *ihiyotl*, Molina’s reference to emissions of light from “ricas vestiduras” (rich apparel) suggests that the term names not only gaseous emissions from the human body, but also other strongly sensorial emissions. This interpretation is also suggested by the definition of the verb in its reflexive form, *mihiyotia*, “to make *ihiyotl* for oneself,” used in the main Florentine Codex passage to describe the stone “giving off breath” (*mihiyotitica*). Molina defines *mihiyotia* as, “echar de si resplandor, o proceder grâ frio dela nieue, o gran ardor o dela llaga” (“to give off resplendence, or for great cold to come from the snow, or a burning sensation from a wound”). This gloss evokes emissions of brilliance, cold, or burning, all of which are unified by their connection to sensory experience, with their specific traits derived from the nature of the body from which they emerge. In this way, cold emerges as the *ihiyotl* of snow and burning as that of a wound. These definitions portray *ihiyotl* as an incorporeal yet sensorial entity that expresses the nature of the body from which it emerges and enables that entity to be experienced.

In addition to carrying sensory information, the *ihiyotl* was also closely tied to communication—especially speech—and to action in the outside world. *Ihiyotl*’s connection to speech is seen in its use in the phrase, *ihiyotl, tlahtolli* (“breath, words”), a metaphor for fine speech. Its communicative and interactive nature is underscored further by its use in the term *tlaihioana*, “to take things with the breath,” a frequent attribute of precious stones. The term is formed from *tla-*, the non-specific impersonal object prefix; *ihiyo(tl)*, “breath”; and *ana*, “to take hold of, seize,” with the resultant meaning, “to take hold of things using the breath.” This term appears in Book 11 of the Florentine Codex as an attribute of the greenstone *quetzalitztli* (“quetzal-obsidian”), which is said to be “mjtonjanj tlaihioananj” (“one that sweats, a taker of things with its breath”). This usage suggests that, in addition to an incorporeal entity that elicited sensory experience, *ihiyotl* could be used to act in one’s surroundings. In this way, *tlaihioana* (to take with the breath) was used to describe certain animals’ technique of hunting by drawing unwilling creatures to themselves with the breath. The Florentine Codex states of the *tlilcoatl*, or black snake:
Auh in aca çan qujpantilia: in aço vmpa aci, in oncan canj onoc tlijcooatl: injc vel cana achtopa qujitlācmjna, in iehoatl tlijcooatl ... njmā quxhiioana, yioma ivicpa iauh in tequanj; mohichicanauhtiuh, chichicoieoatiuh, iuhqujn tlaoañquj icamac calaquj in tequanj...

If someone just comes upon or arrives there, where the black snake is lying, because of this, right there, the black snake strikes first ... Then it siezes him with the breath [ihiyotl], and, oh!, towards the wild creature he goes: he goes being taken and proceding while weaving side-to-side, and, like a drunkard, enters into the mouth of the wild beast...

44 In this usage, the *ihiyotl*, by virtue of its ability to emerge from the body and make contact with external entities, physically draws them into the body from which it emerged.⁹⁴ A related dimension of the *ihiyotl* appears in the statement that the *ocelotl tlatlauhqui* (“red jaguar”) “mjpotza injc ihiiotica quxçotlaoaz, qujiolmjcitiz, in tlamjnqui” (“belches, so that by means of its breath [ihiyotl] it will make the hunter faint and pass out”).⁹⁵ Though, in their translation, Anderson and Dibble render *ipotza* as “hiss,” the term appears in Molina defined, “regoldar” (to belch), apparently describing an eruption of breath, or *ihiyotl*.⁹⁶ In these actions of the *ihiyotl*, its ability to carry sensory information to the outside world also entails an ability to act in the same realm, communicating, intimidating, and even physically moving entities it contacts.

45 In light of these more general usages, the reference to the *ihiyotl* in the main Florentine Codex passages suggests the stone’s emergence from a state of self-containment into one of interpersonal contact. As a perceptible emission, grouped in the passage with water vapor and smoke, the *ihiyotl* acts by emerging from the unseen or unrecognized stone into a space shared with the sun and human knower, where it can be seen and known. In so doing, the stone produces its own social presence. By way of this act of self-presentation, the stone creates sensory contact with those around it, who thereby recognize it as a precious stone.

46 The Florentine Codex’s entries on the different kinds of precious stones, which appear in Book 11, speak more broadly to the role of such emissions in transforming a stone’s essential nature into a perceptible signal. Of the forty-one precious stones listed in the section, five—turquoise, amber, and three kinds of greenstones—are said to emit breath, moisture, or smoke. Among the greenstones, *quetzalitztli* (emerald-green jade) is described as “mjtonjanj tlahioananj” (“one that sweats, a taker of things with its breath”); *quetzalchalchihuitl* (“quetzal-jade”) as “mjtonjanj, in ommahaiovia, mjtonjtiquiça” (“one that sweats, it emits moisture, it quickly sweats”); and *chalchihuitl* (jade) as “mitoniani” (“one that sweats”). *Apozonalli* (amber), the name of which means “water foam” in Nahuatl, is described as a “tlahioani” (“one that breathes”). Finally, a single form of turquoise, *teoxihuitl* (“fine turquoise”), is said to “popoca, teoxiuhpopoca” (“smoke, smoke like fine turquoise”).⁹⁷ In these entries, possession of breath (*ihiyotl*) frequently coincides with emissions of moisture, denoted with *mitonia* (to sweat) and *ahayohuia* (to produce moisture). In contrast, the sole reference to smoke (*popoca*) appears alone, as an attribute of fine turquoise. The distribution of these terms suggests
that emissions of moisture were associated with the greenstones and amber, materials perceived as watery in nature, whereas turquoise, a material associated with the sun and the daytime sky, exuded fiery smoke.\textsuperscript{98} Echoing Molina’s discussion of \textit{ihiyotl}, these descriptions suggest a harmony between the materiality of the stone’s body and its emissions, such that the sensory emissions from the stone truthfully index, and indeed may be understood as a transmutation of, the stone itself.

A similar approach, linking the \textit{ihiyotl} of greenstone with watery emissions, appears in an addendum at the end of the Book 11 passage, the sole portion of either of the main episode texts to refer specifically to \textit{chalchihuitl} (greenstone) rather than to \textit{tlazohtetl} (precious stones). The brief section describes “another way” in which greenstones (\textit{chalchihuitl}) are known: “muchipa tlacelia, tlacecelia, qujlmac inin chalchivitl ihiio; auh in jhio cence cece, tlacamaoanj” (“there it is always sprouting, intensely sprouting. They say that is the greenstone’s \textit{ihiyotl}, that its \textit{ihiyotl} is very cold and an announcer of its qualities”).\textsuperscript{99} The Nahuatl terms used to describe “sprouting” (\textit{tlacelia}) and “coldness” (\textit{cecec}) derive from the same root, \textit{ce(tl)}, ice, reflecting a wider cultural association of coldness, water, and vegetation, and simultaneously implying a material connection between the cold and sprouting aspects of the greenstone’s breath.\textsuperscript{100} In a literal sense, the cold, sprouting \textit{ihiyotl} of the greenstone is a transmutation of the stone’s materiality into a sensory signal, populating its surroundings with visible and tactile experiences. The text’s final note that the \textit{ihiyotl} is “tlacamaoanj” (“an announcer of its qualities”) underscores this communicative aspect. The term is comprised of the prefix \textit{tla-}; \textit{cama(tl)}, “mouth”; the suffix \textit{-huia}, to wield or apply; and the habitual \textit{-ni}, giving the meaning, “one who converses.” In the earliest extant version of the text, in the Real Academia de la Historia manuscript, Sahagún wrote in the margin the Spanish gloss for the term: “tlacamaoanj comunjca su virtud” (“\textit{tlacamahuani}, communicates its virtue”) (369v). As underscored by this term, in transmuting the stone into a cold, vegetative signal, the \textit{ihiyotl} serves as a vocalization of the stone itself.

Nonetheless, in the main passages’ discussion of precious stones (\textit{tlazohtetl}) more generally, the essential nature communicated by the stones is not their wateriness, but rather their possession of personal presence. In the main section of the Book 11 and the entirety of the Book 10 passages, the stones’ emissions are characterized as a combination of both “smoke” (\textit{poctli}) and “mist” (\textit{ayahuitl}) that “stand up” (\textit{moquetza}). Unlike the individual entries on precious stones in Book 11, where smoke and water vapor distinguish fiery from watery materials, the main episode texts instead pair these emissions to form the \textit{difrasismo}, “poctontli, ayahuontli” (“a little smoke, a little mist”), a Nahuatl rhetorical phrase that denotes fame and renown.\textsuperscript{101} The meaning of this couplet is explained in a passage from Book 6 of the Florentine Codex:

\begin{quote}
Injn tlatolli: itechpa mjtoaia in aca tlatoanj, aiamo vecauh omjc, aiamo polivi in jpocio, in jaiauhio: qujtoznequj: imavizço, itēio: anoço aca veca oia, aiamo polivi in jtēio, in jmavizço.

These words were said about some ruler who had died not long ago, whose smoke, whose mist [\textit{poctli}, \textit{ayahuitl}] still had not been lost. It means: their honor, their fame [\textit{mahuizyotl, tenyotl}]. Or else, of
someone who had left for a far-away place, that their fame, their honor had not yet disappeared.102

49 In the expression, the departed’s persistence in collective memory is denoted by the statement that their “smoke and mist” continue to be visible, as enduring aspects of their social presence. The passage further describes poctli, ayahuitl (“smoke, mist”) as an equivalent of tenyotl, mahuizyotl (“fame, honor”), a key expression of renown.103 As Patrick Hajovsky argues, these terms express fame as a combination of that which is said by and about a person (tenyotl, literally, “lip-ness”) and their visible aura (mahuizyotl, “awe”), providing a larger articulation of fame as one’s audible and visible presence.104

50 As an attribute of precious stones, “smoke and mist” underscore that the essential nature communicated by the stones is their very possession of renown and personal presence. Fundamentally, the “smoke and mist” emitted by the stones allow them to present themselves to the sun and seeing human, and thereby to emerge from a state of internal containment into one of interpersonal contact and recognition. A nearly identical usage of the phrase in a prayer to the god Tezcatlipoca underscores that the emissions connote becoming exposed and knowable in another’s presence. The passage from Book 6 of the Florentine Codex reads:

a ca quavitl, ca tetl itic, titlachia, titlamati: auh aviz nelle axcan, ca ticit titlamati, titic titechcaquj, ticcaquj, ticmati in tlein titic tiqujtoa, in tiqujlnamjquj, in tix, in toiollo, iuhqujn poctli, aiavitl mjxpantzinco moquetza.

That which is inside the trees, inside the stones, you observe, you know. Truly now, what is inside us, you know; what is inside us, you hear. You know what we say inside ourselves. You remember our faces, our hearts. Like smoke and mist [poctli, ayahuitl], in your presence, they stand up [moquetza].105

51 Employing terms deeply reminiscent of the main episode, the prayer describes Tezcatlipoca’s ability to see inside stones, trees, and people to their true nature, denoted by “tix, toiollo,” “our faces, our hearts,” an expression of one’s personhood and identity.106 In the passage’s final line, the speaker’s true, inner self is said to stand up, “like smoke and mist, in your presence” (“iuhquin poctontli, ayahuitl mixpantzincino moquetza”). With this expression, the speaker evokes a full and open manifestation of one’s nature, externalizing what was once hidden and transforming it into a visible signal that is presented to another entity. That this action is said to take place in Tezcatlipoca’s mixpantzincino (“presence,” literally, “on your ixtli”) further underscores the social dimension of revealing oneself in order to be seen and known.

52 The expressions used to denote precious stones’ emissions in the main episode suggest that the release of ihiyotl (breath) and poctli, ayahuitl (smoke, mist) were modes through which precious stones made their inner nature visible and knowable to members of the outside world. Engaging in the same types of actions as the human and sun, both of whom emerge beyond themselves into an external realm of interaction,
the precious stones generate a signal that derives from and expresses their materiality. Attributed in the passages to tlaçotetl (precious stones) generally, these emissions serve to communicate and manifest the stones’ status as materials of value that carry renown and personal presence. In this way, the Book 11 version states, “in canjn iuhqij poctontli moquetza, vel qujtta, in catleoati maiauhiotitica, iehoatl 0, in tlaçotli” (“wherever something like a little smoke stands up, truly they see it, whatever is giving off mist, that is the precious thing”). Through this sensory interaction, the stone not only reveals its physical location but connects with those around it by presenting itself to them.

Conclusion

As understood from two closely related versions in Books 10 and 11 of the Florentine Codex, a narrative describing interactions between a human knower, sun, and precious stones enables a new interpretation of Nahua accounts of precious stones releasing vapors, while also providing greater insight into the nature of sensory experience in Nahua thought more generally. Attention to the larger narrative suggests that the episode situates descriptions of stones releasing gasses within a larger theory of the role of sensation in forming a sphere of social interaction. The episode in fact hinges on the actions of three players—a human, sun, and precious stones—all of whom emerge from concealed states into a shared scene, in which they interact sensorially and socially, seeing, meeting, and recognizing one another. To do so, the human and sun engage in parallel, extromissive acts of seeing and shining, while the precious stones transform their materiality into perceptible emissions of breath, smoke, and mist that communicate their nature and presence to those around them. Through these respective acts of emergence, human, sun, and stone become present to one another, giving rise to an interactive, socio-sensory field, bounded in space and time.
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